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  Abstract
                  This research aims at developing and applying a new effective evaluation technology for 

football sports and technical skills assessment of 5-th grade students (boys and girls) during 
their football training and physical education classes. 4 tests were applied to measure 
knowledge in football. Based on the results of the tests norms for practical knowledge of 
football are designed. The evaluation scale according to the ECTS has been used in the 
research as a basic criterion and tool for the assessment. It anticipates five degrees for 
successfully motor tasks. From the results obtained, among the other things, it is noted that 
formation of the final evaluation process could be summarized by three football tests. Each 
of these tests brings 5 points to a student or maximum of 15 points total. 

             Keywords: students, State educational requirements and standards, evaluation system,
             training curricula, tests for football, norms for practical football skills

INTRODUCTION
The modern physical education and sports 

standards, norms and requirements are pre-
sented as a system of students’ personal skills 
and characteristics for a given educational de-
gree. This system can be specified in different 
achievement levels. Most of the expected re-
sults, included in the curriculum, are in the field 
of sports and technical skills development. Over 
the last years there have been some positive 
changes in education, but the system used for 
evaluation of the sports achievements and skills 
still needs to be improved and adapted to the 
modern European trends.

The effectiveness of the educational pro-
cess depends on the feedback that the trainer 
gets about the students achievements. In gener-
al, the trainer as an expert observes to what ex-
tend the students perform sports activities  prop-
erly and gives an assessment of their sports and 
technical skills. This is important for all sport 
games, including the football training, but the 
common practice analysis shows that not every 
trainer who can be good in some kind of sports 
is a good expert in observing and evaluating stu-
dents’ performance.

Some additional factors  are also impor-
tant, such as  strictness or tolerance, that is 
different approach in assessment of students’ 
achievements depending on the personal rela-
tions with them or their parents.

 Hypothesis
The theoretical background analysis 

presents the evaluation of students’ sports and 
technical football skills based on the trainers’ 
expert assessment. This assessment could be 
often affected by many other subjective factors. 
That is why the trainer should apply various 
control tests which will give valid and impartial 
results for different groups of students. It is of 
great importance to develop a new educational 
technology for both teaching and controlling 
areas to improve the effectiveness in football 
training. It has to be conformed to the personal 
characteristics of 11-12 year-old students. 
Such educational technology for training and 
evaluation of students’ football achievements 
and sports skills will allow complete realization 
of the educational goals and tasks, included in 
physical education and sports curriculum on the 
secondary school level. 

Aim of the research
This research aims at developing and 

applying a new effective evaluation technology 
for football sports and technical skills assessment 
of 5-th grade students (boys and girls) during 
their football training and physical education 
classes. 

Main tasks
In order to complete this aim a new research 
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methodology has to be created including: 
• Application of new test settings for 
diagnostics and measurement of different 
football sports and technical skills;
• Elaboration of new evaluation norms 
in sports and technical skills assessment. 

METHODS 
The following research methods have 

been used: 
1.Theoretical analysis - as a synt-

hesis and analysis of different theoretical 
and informational sources. It has been used 
for the theoretical concept development 
and improvement and as a basis of the 
experimental work.

2.Football sports and technical ski-
lls assessment and measurement tests

1. For evaluation of students’ skills 
developed during the training to what 
extent they can dribble a ball, a dribbling 
test should be applied. Its results could 
be used as indicators about the students’ 
ability to run and dribble a ball between 
different hurdles.

Students race against the clock as they 
blaze through the slalom course of flags – (5 
flags on a line with 2 m. long distance between 
them). (Fig.1) Each participant gets two attempts 
at dribbling through the course as the stopwatch 
ticks. The total score is recorded in tenths of a 
second on the way to the end of the line and 
back to the start position (20m.).  Better result is 
taken into consideration. 

2. For evaluation of students’ skills in 
proper inner foot kick (both with boys and 

girls), an other specialized test could be applied 
to indicate if students are able to perform inner 
foot kick with a ball fixed on a position towards 
a given goal.
Students perform 5 inner foot kicks towards 
1,25m. wide goal target, divided into 5 sectors, 
standing at 10m distance with a ball fixed on a 
position. (Fig.2) A point is given for each goal 
scored. There are two sets of 5 kicks. Finally the 
better result is taken in consideration. 

3. To evaluate students’ skills to kick and 
stop the ball a mixed test exercise is appropriate. 
The test results will reveal to what extent 
students are able to perform quick kicks with a 
flying ball and to stop it with the inner side of 
their foot.

The student is standing 3m. away of 
two gymnastic benches. The benches are put 
on the floor forming a right angle. The student 
kicks the ball towards the first bench. When 
the ball bounces back the student should stop 
it with the inner side of the foot. Then he or 
she turns 90 degrees and kicks the ball with 
the inner foot toward the second bench. When 
the ball bounces back again the student turns 
90 degrees back and kicks the ball toward the 
first bench one more time. (Fig.3) There are 
two sets of 10 kicks. Finally the better result is 
taken in consideration. The time limits for the 
performance are important, too. 

4. To evaluate the students’ skills to 
perform straight inner foot kick with a ball fixed 
on a position the following test could be used: 
Students launch a shot at the target to score 
points. Each participant attempts five shots from 
7m. Each shot is taken to proper size goal with 
a target net that designates point totals for each 
zone (Fig.4). There are two sets of 5 shots and 

Figure 1.
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the better result is taken in consideration. The 
test indicates best the skills level to perform 
straight inner foot kick into a goal. 

RESULTS
The diagnostic stage of the developing 

and evaluating technology for 5-th grade 
students’ football skills in secondary school has 
been realized on several levels, depending on 
different kinds of control tools which have been 
used in the process. It is difficult to define clear 
margins between these levels because they are 
all joined together in a whole system. 

The first step is a preliminary control, 
which should be completed before the bellow 
offered testing variant. It relates to the diagno-
stics and assessment of the input level of the 
primary sports and technical football skills. Its 
results orientate the trainer about the students’ 
initial football experience and motivate the 

choice of methods and strategy for further 
football training development in the context 
of physical education and sports practice in 
secondary school. The preliminary control aims 
at determining the acquired level of students’ 
practical skills.

The second step is current control testing. 
It is well-planned and systematic process in the 
framework of 5-th grade physical education and 
sports training. The current control helps the 
trainers to observe the most common students’ 
mistakes in the training performance and diffi-
culties that students meet with during their foo-
tball practice. In this way some corrections and 
improvements could be made in the training 
technology and methods. 

Final control and evaluation (annual
assessment of physical education and 
football skills)

The last step in the evaluating process 
is the final assessment. It depends on the 
state standards and norm system available for 
physical education and sports, elaborated by the 
Ministry of education. The system provide 15 
points maximum for the sports and technical 
skills (see Ivanov St., 2001).

The evaluation scale according to the 
ECTS has been used in the research as a basic 
criterion and tool for the assessment. 

The final results of the football training 
could be evaluated by three main tests. Each 
of these tests brings 5 points to the student or 

Figure 4.

Table1. Norms for current control and evaluation of 5-th grade students football 
training (satisfaction of the acquired level)

   Tests Dribbling test 
(seconds)

Accuracy test of 
inner foot kick

(points)

Mixed test exercise 
for inner foot kicking 

and stopping
(seconds)

Accuracy test of 
straight inner kick

(points)

  Boys Above 17,3     Above 10       Above 29,4     Above 10
  Girls Bellow 23,6     Above 7       Bellow 39,5     Above 8

 Table 2. Evaluation scale according 
to ECTS

Points % of successful
test results

Quality
evaluation

      5 91 - 100 % Excellent
      4 66 - 90 % Very good
      3 36 - 65 % Good 
      2 11 - 35 % Satisfactory 
      1 1 - 10 % Sufficient
      0 - Poor

maximum 15 points in total. In conformity 
with the basic sports and technical activities, 
included in the curriculum, the following tests 
are suitable: 

1. Dribbling test (boys and girls).
The test gives information about the 

dribbling skills of students and their ability to 
control the ball on the playing ground and to 
lead it in a given direction. 

2. Mixed test exercise for inner foot 
kicking and stopping (boys and girls).

The advantage of this test is that it gives 
a complex information about the students’ skills 
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to kick the ball toward a particular goal and at 
the same time to stop the flying ball with the 
inner foot. 

3. Accuracy test of straight inner foot 
kick (boys and girls).

This test gives information about one 
of the basic kicks in football techniques – the 
straight inner foot kick.

  
CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the profound theoretical 
analysis and practical experience in the fie-
ld of sports and technical football skills on 
the secondary school level the following con-
clusions could be made:

1.	 Here presented evaluation system 
concerning the sports and technical 
football skills (for boys and girls) could 
be very useful in physical education 
and sports practice at school. 

2.	 A current control tests introduction 
is recommended to optimize the 
effectiveness of the evaluating process 
in football training.

3.	 The final results of the evaluation 
process could be summarized by three 
football tests. Each of these tests brings 
5 points to the student or maximum 15 
points in total. 
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OCENUVAWE NA SPORTSKO - TEHNI^KITE ZNAEWA
ZA FUDBAL NA U^ENICITE OD  5  ODDELENIE OD 
PROGIMNAZIJALNATA FAZA NA OBU^UVAWETO
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  Apstrakt 
          Celata na istra`uvaweto be{e da se razraboti i primeni e efektivna obrazovna 

tehnologija za ocenuvawe na sportsko-tehni~kite znaewa vo fudbalskarta igra kaj 
u~enicite od petto  oddelenie (ma{ki i ̀ enski) vo nastavata po fizi~ko obrazovanie 
i sport. Primeneti se 4 testovi za procenuvawe na sportsko-tehni~kite znaewa vo 
fudbalot. Od rezultatite na tie testovi, konstruirani se normativi za stepenot na 
tie znaewa. Kako kriterium za toa, zemena e skalata za ocenuvawe na ECTS. Vo nea se 
predvideni 5 stepeni na ocenuvawe za uspe{noto  izveduvawe na  nastavnite zada~i. 
Vrz osnovana dobienite rezultati e utvrdeno deka za formiraweto na karajnata 
godi{na ocenka za fudbal,  dovolno e da se primenat tri testovi. Za sekoj test mo`e 
da se dobijat 5 bodovi  ili vkupno 15 bodovi.

    Klu~ni zborovi: u~enici, dr`avni obrazovni  standardi,
    sistem za ocenuvawe, nastavna programa, testovi za fudbal,
    normativi za prakti~ni fudbalski znaewa.  
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